
Con Law Outline

Class 1, 1/11 Hw: U.S. Const. (*Art. 1-4 and Amd. i-vx, xix,
xx, xxii, xxiii, xxv, xxvi)

Authority for judicial review, Pg. 1 -12
(Marbury v. Madison and Cohens v. Virginia)

Authority for judicial review
- Marbury (1803) est. authority for judicial review of both federal exec. And legislative acts.
- Transmission of the commission is a practice by convenience, not law
- Opinion of ctis when president signs commission the appt. Is made and commission is

complete when the seal of the U.S. is affixed to it by sec. Of state
- President is able to appoint certain officers to act by his authority (their acts are his too)
- The officers are to conform to the will of the president and can never be examinable by

the cts
- Court can only decide on rights of ind., Not to inquire how the executive or its officers

perform duties.
- Authority given to supreme court to issue writs of mandamus to public officers appears

not warranted by constitution
- Constitution is written to define and limit the powers of the U.S. legislature

- Creates the authority for judicial review of exec. Actions
- Art. 3 is ceiling of fed. Ct. jurisdiction
- Est. authority for judicial review of legislative acts

—----IN CLASS—----
Class 1 → 1/11

- The Constitution literally constitutes the gov. Aka the way in which power is divided and
limited

- All gov. Action is fundamentally regulatory in nature
- Const. Defines sources and constraints of gov. Power
- How do cts interpret statutes?
- Const. Only mentions executive, judiciary, and legislative branches

- But what about the complex regulatory problems in society?
- Typically use broad statutes

4 MAIN SUBJ. AREAS
1. Sources of federal law and limits
2. How congress enacts legislation (including interpretation by cts)
3. The implementation of law by administrative and reg. State
4. Control of reg. state.



- These regulations are binding sources of law, just like statutes
The Constitution

Art. 1
Art. 2
Art. 3 - gives congress power to make lower courts

Establishing national govt and divide power
WHY split power like this in 3 branches?

- Concern with tyranny
- No single branch can act alone,2 branches must agree
- Separation of powers is to protect ind. Liberties

Federalism: federal and state have jurisdiction over same territory
Most power is found in state gov.

- Art. 4 gives full faith and credit to the states
- 10th amendment in the bill of rights (BOR)

Presumption is that state leg. Action is valid unless it conflicts with something in the constitution
or preemptive under supremacy clause

2 aspects of the Const can NEVER be amended
1. Never be able to end to slave trade (untill 1808
2. Each state is entitled to 2 senators

Prohibition on bill of attainder - singles out ind. For punishment
Prohibition of post facto - making action illegal after it already happened
Prohibition on suspending habeus corpus - means of releasing ind. From detention

9th amendment - just b/c its not listed doesnt mean its not a right an ind. Has

James Madison drafted the BOR
- Senate passed 12 and the states ratified 7
- None of the BOR applied to the states, private conduct (except 13th amendment which

prohibits slavery)

3 reasons for Const.
1) Protect individual rights

Dif. b/w const. And statute??
- Thomas jefferson said every generation should draft a constitution every 19 years

Judicial review is often criticized as being anti-democratic
- Gov. actions are legitimate because they are a product of the majority will
- Why should unelected judges have the power to check the will of the majority?



- The const. itself has anitdemocractic parts
Ex. 2 senators for Cal. and 2 for Wyoming → big difference population wise

- The og constitution doesnt speak about who has the right to vote
- It used to be white men with property

Marbury v. Madison
- Establishes the concept of judicial review → fed. Court can invalidate an act of

congress that is not aligned with the constitution
- Marbury files suit in supreme court where h originally filed (aka orignial

jurisdiction)
- Who won? —> Madison
- Writ of mandamus (aka Relief) was denied to Marbury
- Holding in this case → Ct is in favor of Madison declares it lacks jurisdiction as

the statute that gave it original jurisdiction was unconstitutional
- Holding = the language a court uses that decides the controversy w/o

which the judgement wouldve gone the other way

Class 2, 1/13 Hw:

Review of Marbury v. Madison
- Marshall couldve avoided the constitutional question but did not
- This case establishes when the ct may review executive actions

- Distinguishment bw political discretionary acts (like president vetoing the law for
any reason)

- In contrast, there are non ministerial acts when a duty is asked of an officer and
the ct can review that (for ex. If you want to get a wire tap you have to get a duty)

- The Constitution and congress create legal duties on the part of the exec. And
the exec. Is to enforce or meet those duties, and the ct can review those duties to
make sure they comply with statues and review the statutes to make sure they
are constituional

- Marshall held that the judiciary grant in this case is unconstitutional
- Art. 3 → there is original jurisdiction (ambassador, public minister, or console) and

congress cannot expand original jurisdiction of supreme ct. → this explains why courts
are courts of limited jurisdiction

- This judiciary act of 1779 was signed into law by George Washington
- Marshall begins the justification by saying can an act repugnant of the constitution be the

law of the land?



- Does the constitution control other statutes? Some believe its a statement of
ideals, aspirational not regulatory

- It is emphatically the provence and duty of the judicial dept to say what the law is.
→ Marshall’s famous line

- He says the constitution is not ordinary law, those who apply the law must strike
down statutes if its invalid with the const.

- Marshall cites the supremacy clause

Key: at the time many disagreed with marshall, but it has become accepted in our legal tradition.
1) Constitution is regulatory, not like the dec of independence or magna carta
2) Congress cannot increase limits
3) Court may review exec actions to ensure they are constitutional and comply with statutes
4) ct may review legislative acts for their constituionality

HW: pg. 25-50

Structure and Nature of Constituion
- Constitution CREATES supreme ct. But gives CONGRESS power to create lower fed.

Cts
- Structural argument is that lower cts were created to Review fed. Questions arising in

state court
- Without supreme ct there to resolve dif. Bw states and how they interpret law, if not then

you have different interpretations of federal law and we dont trust states to do so
- States were ignoring fed. Treaties that were made with england during the war

Cohens v. Virginia
- If you raised federal question in state ct than supreme ct can review

- The ct has developed a number of limits on its authority
- Unelected judges are striking down the will of the elected representative
- Some people say Art. 5 is a dead letter

2 POLES ARE ORIGINALIST APPROACH AND NONORIGINALIST

ORIGINALIST → EXPLICIT WHAT IS STATED IN THE CONSTITUTION (ART. 5 AMENDMENT
PROCESS)

Ex. originalist would think: segregation does not violate 14th amendment. Why? Bc at the time
the 14th amendment was made segregation was legal.

NON ORIGINALIST APPROACH → CT CAN ENFORE NORMS NOT FOUND IN 4 CORNERS
OF CONSTITUTION (ITNERPRETATION OF THE CT)



Both approaches start by looking at the text

Next limit is: is a dispute the kind of dispute that should be resolved in fed. Ct.? → is it a case or
controversy? The ct can only decide cases or controversy and not give free legal advice

5 major justiciability limits:
Prohibition against ….

1) advisory opinions
2) ***Standing → whether ct will review a challenge to agency action by a part.

person
3) Ripeness → cant hear case until actual injury has occurred
4) Mootness → occurs after a case has begun but standing is lost
5) Political question → interbranch authority, relief may only be obtained by political

branches ex. Impeachment (ct. Wont get involved, thats just congress)

***Focus is on party bringing suit, seeking relief, and whats at stake
- Standing is a judicial requirement

3 basic reqs. (pg. 17 of reading)
1) Injury
2) Causation → injury has to be result of def. Condut
3) Regressability → ct has to fashion relief that will satisfy the problem
4) Very recent invention by the court

Very inconsistently applied

Allen v. Wright (pg. 17)

- “White flight” → as public schools were desegregated, white kids left them for public
schools in other areas or to private schools that did not accept black students

- IRS tried to tighten its exemptions, but congress stepped in and said IRS could nto
tighten its eligibility requirements

- Ct. was concerned what congress would do if it allowed this class action to go forward

First claim of injury = harmed by the fact gov. Financial aid to discimantory private schools

First claim of injury can be interpeted in 2 ways
1) Gov. avoid the violation of law alleged in respondents complaint. → fails because

if not everyone would claim this and courts would beinundated
2) Stigmitization by gov. → thats a concrete injury but it fails because its not

personal



Court says there must be more like denial of admission to the school

Second claim of injury = fed. Tax exemptions to reacially discriminatory  private schools in their
communities impair their ability to have their public schools desegregated.

→ fails because the alleged injury is not fairly traceable by the assertedly unlawful conduct of
the IRS

If there are numerous third parties that are not before the ct, (only black parents and IRS are the
ones in front of ct) because all third parties will make decision ct has no control over

Justice Stevens DISSENT:
- Believes respondents injury is in fact fairly traceable to the IRS

Standing is based on separation of powers

Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency (p.24)

Congress cannot expand jurisdiction of fed. Cts you must show

1. Injury (must be concrete, personal, and imminent)
2. causation/traceabiity
3. Regressibility

Massachusetts alleges the injury of:
- Rising greenhouse emissions iis causing rising water and loss of land mass → concrete

injury
- Its personal to the state of massachusetts
- But is it imminent? → define imminent

- Traceability argument → failure of EPA to act makes it worse

Class 3, 1/18 Hw:

- A legal argument as to why the court distinguished between the 2 cases from last time?
- Injury from integrated education fails from traceability grounds bc either the

schools need to admit black students or white parents need to stop sending their



kids to those school → these parties arent in the court and the court has no
power over them.

-  we don’’t need to remedy the whole problem, in Massachusetts v. EPA the EPA
** if there are too many this parties → no standing
*** if those third parties are regulated → standing

DISSENT
- Generalized grievance → such as in Allan v. Wright

Governance Norm
- Lititgation must end in an order
- For court to craft order its easier when there is concrete injury to identify to remedy

HW: States v. National Gov.

McCulloch v. Maryland

- Involves bank of United States
- In 1818 economic crisis it became persona non grata with the states, they

imposed restrictions on the bank and Maryland tried to tax the bank
- Maryland tried suing McCulloch who was the cashier of the bank
- 9 days of oral argument and three days later Marshall handed down the opinion

of the Supreme Ct.
- Precise ? of the court: can Maryland tax the bank

- Begin by asking whether congress has authority to create the bank
- Congress must get their power from some enumerated power
- State created fed. Gov hence they can limit what federal gov does →

states remain ultimate sovereignty → argument being made by the states
that constitution is a contract made by the states

- What does constitutional silence mean? → nowhere in Art.1 does it say
they can create a bank? → congress must be based on enumerated
power

- The omission of the word expressly

- Necessary and proper clause: absolutely necessary for congress to make bank to tax?
that s ok and if not, no

- A convenient or useful means to achieving goal
- ** MUST TIE NECESSARY AND PROPER CLAUSE + EXTEND TO AN

ENUMERATED POWER

1st issue in case: does congress have power to create bank?
2nd issue: can maryland tax the bank?



- States cannot directly impose fed. Gov or any entity of fed. Gov
- State cannot also regulate fed. Entities if its a sig. Burden on fed. Government

- Does congress have consittuional authority

Class 4, 1/20 Hw:

REVIEW: before you get to necessary and proper clause you need to look for an
enumerated power in Art. 1 Sec. 8 of the Constitution.

- Congress CANNOT act under the necessary and proper clause WITHOUT an
enumerated power

Gibbins v. Ogden

- Ogden wants to invalidate the federal license by saying Congress doesnt have the
power to regulate steamboats through the licensing system

What is Commerce? How does Court define commerce?
- Commerce is intercourse among the states and foreign nations

What does “among the states” mean?
- Narrow view: its only commerce BETWEEN the states.

- That which is not only internal but which intermingles with other states

10th amendment
1) Simply a reminder fed. gov. Is one of limited power
2) OR acts as an independent check to actions by congress

Pg. 61
- Trying to get rid of monopoly in the sugar industry
- Court begins with premise that there must be some zone of activity reserved for the

states
Sick Chickens Case

- Direct v indirect interest/effect

Child Labor Case and Lotto Ticket Case
- Congress can prohibit interstate commerce for purely moral reasons



Roosevelt
- 1941 he appointed 7 justices to the court

NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. p. 67

- Steel industry
- Ct. no longer recognizes distinction b/w production and commerce
- Regulation of the steel plant vs. Carter coal case where ct had said they couldnt regulate
- Carter coal is no longer good law

Wickard v. Filburn p.73

- Filburn was penalized for growing too much wheat
- Congress wanted to stabilize the price of wheat after the great depression
- Filburn argued his wheat was for domestic use
- Ct says just because it intrastate on his own farm, if the cumulative effect it would have

on farmers with interstate commerce
- CONGRESS CAN REGULATE IT THIS DUE TO ITS CUMULATIVE EFFECT ON

INTERSTATE COMMERCE

CHALLENGES TO CIVIAL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States

Civil Acts Right  enacted under commerce law
- Focused on moral law → discrimination
- Travel difficult for African Americans since they COULDNT find hotels to stay in

Katzenbach v. MCClung, Sr. & MCClung, Jr.

United States v. Darby p. 71

Perez

JONES, DARBY, AND WICKER (judicial review of wheat on farms even for home consumption)
ARE ALL STILL GOOD LAW

- Overthrows Carter Cole

Class 5, 1/25

Review:



Darby
- National Legislature only has enumerated power
- congress can prohibit commerce

BW 1937-95 the supreme ct didnt strike down any legislation

1995 → gun free school zones act

United States v. Lopez

Gun Free School Zones Act of 1990
- Cant bring guns into a place you know or have reason to believe is school zone
- Guns are commercial commerce
- Dont over rule WIcker, Darby, Jones → just overcasting

- Possession of a gun is not an inherently economic or commercial activity
which makes it distinguishbale from Jones and Darby Labor management
relations (which are regulated by federal legislation)

- Police power → all power that is reserved to the states
- Jurisdictional hook is not there so it fails because it could be talking about

any gun
- This is not commercial in nature

3 SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONGRASS CAN ENACT COMMERCE POWER

1) THE CHANNELS OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE, I.E. HIGHWAYS, RAILWAYS
2) INSTRUMENTALITY - THE PEOPLE OR THINGS TRAVELING, I.E. LOTTERY TICKET
3) ???

United States v. Morrison (pg. 95)

42 U.S.C. Section 13981 Violance against Women Act
- Dissent says under existing case law this statute should be upheld
- Rejects “but for” causal reasoning

Congress regulates in Wicker wheat that farmers grow even for home consumption
Gonzalez v. Raich (pg. 103)

Controlled Substances Act

- Just like wicker
- Congress is trying to prohibit marijuana (they were trying to stabilize wheat in wicker)
- They want to prohibit home grown marijuana market
- Quintessiantally economic cause its connected to an interstate market in marijuana



Class 6, 1/27

LAST CLASS REVIEW:

Article 1, Sec. 8 → congress shall have power to regular commerce among the
several states

Congress may use the commerce power to regulae

1) channels of interstate commerce (heart of atlanta case)
2) Instrumentalities or persons or things in interstate commerce
3) Activities with substantial relation to interstate commerce

a) Lopez and morrison suggest distinguishing activities that are

Commercial v. non commercial
Economic v. non economic
National v. traditional state

Big disagreement bw the justices is if there needs to be a judicially
enforced limit on congress’ power

Congress may regulate a purely interstate activity that is not itself
“commercial” if it concludes that failure to regulate that class of activity
would undercut the regulation of the interstate market in that commodity.

- Gonzales v. raich (2005)

Distinguishing Lopez and Morrison
1) Asking to excise application of concededly valid statutory scheme
2) Activities are regulated by CSA are quintessentially economic
3) Intra-state, non commercial commodity part of interstate commodity

market
- Gonzales v. raich (2005)

Lopez II
Congress Enacts comprehensive regulation of the interstate market

in guns. Includes:
- Identifies who is permitted to purchase guns and under what

conditions; and
- Includes penalties for possession in gun free school zone of guns

sold in intersate commerce
* assume any 2nd amendment claims are rejected



Morrison II
Concerned about invasions of privacy in education, congress enacts

civil penalties for photographing a student without their permission
- Congress makes extensive findings that the use of photographs to

shame students interferes with students’ educations and make the
U.S. less competitive in the global marketplace.

Can congress do that?
The ADA requires the installation of of wheelchair ramps in all

places of public accommodations (businesses that are general open to the public and
that fall into one of 12 categ. Listed inthe ADA like restaurants, movie theaters, schools,
recreational facilities, care facilities, and doctors’ offices.

Today’s readings:

New York v. United States (pg. 113)
- States tried to come up with a pact and asked congress to enact it

- The states agreed to take waste for 7 more years while the other states got
their acts together

- Comandeering doctrine → Cant force the state to legislate the way
congress wants (comes up in 1992)

- The supremacy clause
- Pg. 115 regulate individuals not states? → NOT TRUE
- The argument here on dissent side is that there is no text here that says

this
- This is a political accountability argument in the case of Maryland wanting

to tax the bank

TAKEAWAY: CONGRESS MAY NOT COMPEL STATES TO ADOPT CERTAIN FEDERAL
LAWS OR STATUTES

10th amendment

Printz v. United States (pg. 123)
Reno v. Condon (pg. 132)

- Its constitutional because congress is not COMMANDERING states to enact
legislation (unlike New york v. US)

Class 7, 2/1 HW



Review:

Amendment X (1791)
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution

New York v. U.S. → Congress may not compel state legislatures to adopt federal laws or
regulations.

Printz v. U.S. →

Reno v. Condon → congressional regulation of state activities does not constitute
commandeering.

Tenth Amendment Hypotheticals

● May congress extend the Fair Labor Standards Act which reqs. That employers provide
minimum eage and overtime pay to their employees, to state and local governments?
*distinction from NY, not telling legislature to enact anything

● Energy Policy Act of 2005 attempts to create more efficient and secure energy
production for the nation’s future by reducing grid congestion. Fed. Dept. of energy will
preempt state permitting and siting of transmission facilities if they do not do it in the
ways in the Energy Policy Act
State of Ohio sues to challenge bc it doesnt want to grant a permit to a transmission
facility that will not transport electricity to anyone in the state.
*congress has authority under commerce clause to regulate interstate

TODAY’S READING:
United States v. Butler (pg. 139)

- Determining whether center provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 conflict
w Fed. Const.

- Sec. of Agric. Among other powers could set limits on production of certain crops
and impose taxes on production in excess of these limits and also authorize
grants to farmers to control production = regulate prices.

- Art. 1 § 8 → Congress is expressly empowered to lay taxes to provide for the
general welfare.

- Power to tax is not unlimited, its confines are set in the clause which confers it,
and not in those of section 8 which bestow and define the legislative powers of
the congress.

- Court chooses Hamiltons view → but decides it unconstitutional nonetheless
under the tenth amendment.

Sabri v. United States (pg. 142)



Statute: 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(2) proscribing bribery of state, local, and trible officials of entities
that receive at least $10,000 in federal funds

Legal ?: the question is whether the statute is a valid exercise of congressional
authority under Article 1 of the Constituion.

Is it a crime to bribe these officials?
- Congress makes it criminal to bribe officials under the Spending clause plus Necessary

and Proper clause to see to it that taxpayer dollars appropriated under that power are
spent for general welfare.

Sabri argues its unconstitutional
- Needs to have proof of connection w federal money as an element of the offense
- The argument is REJECTED, money is liquid, money is fungible.

Ex. It is necessary and proper to prohibit guns at schools that receive federal funds bc it
protects the federal funds (aka the investment)

Oklahoma v. Civil Service Commission (pg. 144)

*under commandeering case, congress couldnt do that, but they can say in this case
theyll give them money if they do it (which is fine bc the state has the choice)

South Dakota v. Dole (pg. 144)

Statute: 23 U.S.C. § 158 directs the Sec. of Transportation to withhold 5% of fed. Highway funds
otherwise allocable from States in which the purchase of public possession of any alc. Bev. by
someone less than 21 yrs old is lawful.

Legal ?: does the statute violate the constitutional limitations on congressional exercise
of the spending power and violate the 21st amendment?

- Drinking age used to be 19 in South Dakota
- Conditions on federal funds must meet

Limitation 1)  be in pursuit of general welfare
2)  unambiguously
3) might be illegitimate if they are unrelated to the fed. Interest in part. National

projects or programs.
4) Other const. Provisions may provide an ind. Bar to the conditional grant of

federal funds (ex. 10th amendment)



Does the 10th amendment prohibit attaching this condition of 5%?

No. Congress CAN do it.

National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius (pg. 147)
Ct uses 10th amendment for first time to strike down a condition

- Affordable Care Act expanded who could qualify for Medicaid → the medicaid expansion
is unconstitiutional

Arguments in favor of expansion:
- The court has NEVER stricken down a grant
- NY/Prinz CASES allow for spending clause (GO BACK TO THESE TO REVIEW)
- Its fed. Gov. money to spend.

Arguments against:
- Its the single biggest amount of money theyd have to spend

RULE (RELATED TO SPENDING):

CHIEF GINSBURG: DISSENTS AND THINKS IT SHOULD BE CONSTITUTIONAL

The Individual Mandate (146)

● Why does the Court conclude that the individual mandate is not a tax for purposes of the
Anti-Injunction Act but is a tax for purposes of Congress’s Taxing and Spending Power?

States argument is: distinction bw compelling someone into commerce

Necessary and proper clause

CAPSTONE TURN IN ON WORD OR PDF, PUT NAME ON THE TOP

DUE BY THURSDAY ⅔ (CREDIT/NO CREDIT)

Class 8, 2/3

REVIEW:

National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius (pg. 147)



- Cannot compel someone into the market if the court views it as a predicate into
regulating → J. Roberts

- Necessary and proper clause must be essential → 4 judges dissenting

Article 1, Section 8
1) Tax in pursuit of anotherenumerated power
2) May tax for any propose not prohibited in the constitution

a) Ex. equal protection clause prohibits taxing certain people of certain religions

Government argues that the tax is a condition on not buying health insurance
- They can tax to protect the general welfare
- Congress describes it as a penalty to avoid the anit-injunction act

- Anti-injunction act: bars an injunction being issued from a court about a tax until
you pay it. (aka pay the tax first, then you can challenge it).

Statutory interpretation → look to congress to see what they intended
Constitutional interpretation → look to the court as the final interpretation of the const.

P. 153-154

Congress called Affordable care act a penalty 18 times, but its opponents called it a tax

The court will decide, and did decide, that it functions like a tax

Taxing power remains quite broad

Capstone Exercise 1 Answers

● Hobby drones are for recreational purposes
● This statute is not addressing commercial drones (will raise Lopez, Morrison’s

arguments)
Is Section 3 constitutional?

● “Into interstate commerce”
● Congress is saying you cant enter it into interstate commerce
● Once you do that, then it becomes a good or thing in interstate commerce

○ Any good or thing thats introduced into interstate commerce falls into
congress regulation under commer clause

○ CONSTITUIONAL

Is Section 4 constitutional?
● Is this things that are interstate commerce?
● Nothing in here says that it has an affect on interstate commerce



● Congress is concerned about privacy, which is not a commercial concern
● Could it be a channel of interstate commerce concern?
● Lopez and morrison
● UNCONSTITUIONAL

Is Section 5 constitutional?
● Airports are a channel of interstate commerce so congress can protect that, but

how far can congress go?
● Most likely not constitional

Is Section 6 constitutional?
● Similar to lopez

Is Section 7 constitutional?
● Unconstitutional under Prinz

Class 9, 2/8 Hw: 177-188,  (Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly;
Florida Lime & Avocado Growers; Pacific Gas
& Electric Co.)

Class 9 Agenda

Part II: Limits on the States’ Regulatory Powers

Preemption of State and Local Laws

1) Supreme law
2) Federalism

- The broader the preemption doctrine, less is left to the states
- And vice versa
- Preemption is based on congressional intent

Express Preemption

- Start with express preemption in analysis

Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly (2001) pg. 175

- The purpose was to eliminate deception and unfairness while protecting children



- The FCLAA → no req. or prohib. Based on smoking and health shall be imposed under
health law w/respect to advertising or promotion of any cigarettes

- Tobcco companies wanted this federal regulation

● What is the tobacco company’s argument for preemption?
- Tobacco co. want massachusetts law be preemptive
● What is Massachusetts’s argument against preemption?
- Did congress say anything about kids?
- Mass. argues that cig advertising does notinvolve health related content, rather targets

youth exposure
● How do the Court and the dissent determine the preemptive intent of Congress in

passing the FCLAA?
- HOLDING: NO CHANGE IN ADVERTISING, BUT YOU CAN’T PUT IT NEAR THE

SCHOOLS
- CONGRESS REGULATED ONLINE ADVERTISING → CANNOT ADVERTISE ONLINE

OR ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA (TV. RADIO.)
- PG. 178 RIGHT BEFORE SEC. B  → CONGRESS EXPANDED THE PREEMPTION

CLAUSE AND SAID NOT JUST CONTENT, BUT NO REQ. OR PROHIBTION BASED
ON SMOKING AND HEALTH

- The standard is not dispute (state law is not preempted by federal law unless clearly
indicated by congress)  ****??? Double check this

- Note the justice line up

Implied Preemption

Florida Lime & Avocado Growers (1963) pg. 182

● What is the argument for preemption?
● What is the argument against preemption?
● How does the Court determine congressional intent in a case like this?

CA’s new law that has higher standards of oil content than existing Federal law does not warrant
preemption

● Rule:

 ○  The Court only needs to look into Congressional intent when compliance with the
state
and federal law is a physical impossibility; that is not the case here because Federal law
is merely setting a floor. If the CA law accepted oil content below that floor that would
require investigating Congressional intent / possible preemption.

 ○  No such collision here



State Laws that Impede a Federal Regulatory Objective

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (1983) pg. 183

● How does the characterization of the federal law’s objective determine whether the state
law is preempted?

● How does the characterization of the state law’s objective determine whether it is
preempted?

 CA state law puts moratorium on constructing nuclear power plants; does this frustrate a
Federal
regulatory purpose?

 ●  Although there is 1) Federal interest in constructing nuclear power plant, safety
concerns etc. 2)
conflicts with decisions made with nuclear power disposal 3)frustrates federal objective
of
creating nuclear energy

Rule: Though the purpose of an Act is promoting nuclear energy, it does not mean it is to
happen “at all costs”; federal concern certainly is safety and furthering nuclear energy initiative
but states retain power to judge need, costs, and other state concerns.

  Wyeth v. Levine (pg. 187)

Class 10, 2/10 Hw: 188-212 (Arizona v. U.S.; HP Hood and
Sons v. Du Mond; Cooley v. Board of
Wardens)

Review of Last Class:

Express Preemption
Always start with express preemption
→ is there a preemption clause present?

- Ct. always assumes state does not preempt unless it is clear and manifest by Congress
- Only the mattersunder the clause are preemptive



- LOOK AT LANGUAGE OF FEDERAL STATUTE

Implied Preemption
- First look at conflict preemption (easiest)
- Congress didnt write anything about what it wanted to preempt but you cant comply with

both state and federal law
- Florida Line case ex.

- 2nd implied preemption: does it impede federal preemption?
- Legislative intent is clear in Pacific Gas Case

Field Preemption (TODAY’S CLASS)
- Not an express preemption clause, but congress has occupied the field

1) What is the field?
2) How do we know that congress occupies it?

CLASSIC EX. IMMIGRATION, ART. 1 § 8

Part II: Limits on the States’ Regulatory Powers

1. Preemption of State and Local Laws
1. Federal Laws that Occupy the Field

Arizona v. U.S. (2012)

● Where does Congress derive its power to regulate immigration?

Art. 1, Sec. 8, Cl. 4 → immigration

● Identify how and why each of the four sections of the Arizona law—3, 5, 6, &
2B—conflict or don’t conflict with federal law.

4 Provisions

Sec. 3: creates a new state misdemeanor for “willful failure to complete or carry an alien
registration document in violation of” federal law.

- Congress intended to preclude state from complementary law since Congress occupies
the field of immigration, making state regulations in this field impermissible.

- All statutes build into them some enforcement discretion: ex. Humanitarian concerns of
deporting immigrants → war, torture in their countries

- EVEN A COMPLEMENTARY LAW IS NOT NECESSARILY COMPLEMENTARY

- Scalia’s challenge: What about state drug laws  why didn’t Feds occupy that field?



- Because Congress never intended to occupy the field of drug possession but it
does occupy the field of immigration.

● What’s wrong with complimentary state laws when Congress has occupied the field?

Court worried that implementation of state law, even if laws are complimentary, would
cause different outcomes due to different approaches taken by federal or state officers.

Rule: When a field has been occupied, even supplemental laws will not be accepted. State
cant impose a higher/stricter standard when the feds occupy the field.

Sec. 5(C): misdemeanor for “an unauthorized alien to knowingly apply for work, solicit
work in a public place or perform work as an employee of an independent contractor in
Arizona”

Punishable by up to 6 months incarceration and $2,500 in fines.

- State law is trying to impose punishment to the immigrants trying to be employed
whereas federal law focuses on the employers as fines for employing unathorized
immigrants

- Congress intended to pass a comprehensive scheme for immigrants without work visa
by putting fines on employers with concerns that the immigrants could be threatened by
employers if they spoke up or disagreed wth them.

- Thus, this is either field preemption or impeding a federal obj which was not to
criminalize the employees

- Scalia’s Challenge: rejects the idea that this interferes with federal objectives. Argues
that because congress sisnt enact the penalties in legislative history doesnt mean
anything. Does inaction mean there wasnt enough time or no one thought it was reall
important vs. conscious choice. ALL ABOUT CONGRESSIONAL ATTEMPT AND
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION WHEN LOOKING AT PREEMPTION QUESTIONS.

Sec. 6: state officer w/o warrant may arrest a person if the officar has probable cause to
believe the person has committed any public offense that makes him removable from the
u.s..

● Why does Justice Scalia believe that Section 6 of the Arizona law is not preempted?
● Does the absence of a conflict between state and federal law matter for purposes of

“field preemption”?

Immigration status shall be determined before release.

- Mostly civil penalties in federal immigration law. Handled administratively by immgration
judges, not state or federal judges

- Scalia’s challenge: checking with the feds before letting suspected immigrant go is fine



- majority believes this is unnecessary harassment.
- Could be field preemption or impeding fed. objectives

Sec.2(B): reqs. State off. To make a reasonable attempt to determine the immigration
status of anyone they stop, detain, or arrest on some other legitimate basis if reasonable
suspicion exists that the person is an alien and is unlawfully present in the U.S.

● How does Section 2(b) of the Arizona law differ from the others for purposes of the
Court’s preemption analysis?

- Not preemptive because feds wanted to encourage this type of communication
- There’s a built in check, “law cannot be applied in that way”
- Congress did not think it was inappropriate for states to share information with ICE in

these situations, in fact its encouraged
- Other 3 provisions are unconstitutional on its face
- This law however can be implied in an unconstitutional way

- Could encourage racial profiling, but ct. Says it doesnt know yet bc its never been
applied and they believe theres limits built into the law that gives them
reasonable expectation that it won't be applies to harass:

→ pg. 193 Ct. says detainee is not presumed to be an alien if they provide Az.
drivers license or state id you wont be detained 2) officers cant discriminate on race,
color, or national origin as permited by law. 3) their manner must be consistent with
federal law regulating immigration protecting the civil rights of all persons.

Preemption Roadmap

1) Is there a preemption clause → express preemption test
2) Is preemption implied?

a) Is there a conflict bw the state and fed laws?
b) Does the state law interfere with the obj of the fed law?
c) Did the feds intend to occupy the field?

2. Dormant Commerce Clause (DCC)
● What is the Dormant Commerce Clause (sometimes referred to as the Negative

Commerce Clause), what is its source, and how does it differ from the Commerce
Clause?

- Principle that state and local laws are unconstitutional if they place an undue
burden on interstate commerce.

1. Why a DCC?



- Even if Congress has not acted, even if its commerce power lies dormant, state and
local laws still can be challenged as unduly impeding interstate commerce.

Main argument against it: there is no textual authority. Unnecessary because
congress can always act under Commerce Caluse and preempt. Gives ct. Too much
power to legislate and limit the state.

HP Hood and Sons v. Du Mond (1949)

● Why have a Dormant Commerce Clause?
- To prevent burdening citizens of other states, who don’t vote on the said laws
- Efficiency of interstate commerce, free trade, benefits the economy
- Uniformity
- Political argument: citizens of one state shouldnt be burdened by acta of other states

that they have no representation.
● Why allow courts to strike down a state statute in the absence of Congressional action?
- The courts have to play a role because there is too much on congress’ plate. If courts

dont do it then congress wont. Intent of framers was to impose this limit on interstate
trade rules.

2. The DCC Before 1938

Analysis

Discriminatory?

 ●  Discriminatory on its face?   > strict scrutiny
 ●  Discriminatory Purpose?   > strict scrutiny
 ●  Discriminatory in effect?   > strict scrutiny

Discriminatory Laws  > Strict Scrutiny Test

1. Legitimate purpose?

Y  >2

N   > unconstitutional

2. Less discriminatory alternatives?

 Y   > unconstitutional
 N   > constitutional



Non discriminatory laws   > Balancing

If Not discriminatory on its face its purpose, or in its effect  > Do the benefits outweigh

the incidental burdens on ISC

 Y  > constitutional
 N   > unconstitutional

Cooley v. Board of Wardens (1851)

● What is the test used by the Court to determine whether the statute violates the DCC?
-
● What is the argument that there is a legitimate purpose to the Pennsylvania law?
- Safety and environment
● What is the argument that there is an illegitimate purpose to the Pennsylvania law?
-
● Which argument does the Court accept? Do you believe it?
- It will fail strict scrutiny

Class 11, 2/14 Hw: 212-237 (City of Philadelphia v. New
Jersey; Hunt v. Washington State Apple;
Exxon Corp. v. Gov. of Maryland; West Lynn
Creamery v. Healy; State of Minn. v.
Cloverleaf Creamery; Dean Milk v. City of
Madison; Pike v. Bruce Church; Bibb v.
Navajo Freight Lines)

Part II: Limits on State Regulatory Powers

1. Dormant Commerce Clause (DCC)
1. Determining whether a Law is Discriminatory

Need for all, intrastate market (one market for all)

Political representation argument



Facially Discriminatory Laws

Ways laws can discriminate:

1) Can be discriminated on its face
2) Discriminatory purpose (intent is to discriminate)
3) Discriminate in its effects (ex. Hunt case)

City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey (1978) (pg.213)

Facts:

- NJ law forbids anyone bring in waste from outside NJ, to protect public health, safety,
welfare

- Landfill owners in new jersey aren’t happy
- Both in state and out of state commerce are affected because it basically draws a border

between new jersey and other states
- Discriminatory on its face

State’s interest:

○ Volume of solid and liquid waste increasing and their treatment, disposal threats quality of
environment in NJ and availability of landfill sites diminished, threatens public health

Undue burden on Interstate Commerce:
○ NJ discriminating outside garbage purely on its origin (outside its own state) is not
permitted   even if the actual impact on interstate commerce is quite small

 
● What is a “facially discriminatory law”?
- Law blatantly dicriminates against other states bringing in trash
- It imposes on out-of-state commercial interests the full burden of conserving the State’s

remaining landfill space
- Does it discriminate between in state and out of state interests?
● alternative if New Jersey doesn’t want to become the national’s waste dump?
- If they say they dont want ANY trash, it will affect in state and out of state people the

same and not on its face discriminatory

Facially Neutral Laws

● In each case below, identify how the Court determines whether a law that is neutral on
its face (i.e., does not discriminate on its face against out-of-state interests) is
nevertheless discriminatory?



Hunt v. Washington State Apple (1977) (pg.  217)

- Law stated all apple shaippers have to use closed container have to meet national FDA
Standard

- Doesnt discriminate on its face
● Why does the Court strike down the North Carolina statute?

- Excludes washington apples because it puts burden on WA apple
interstate trade as they have expended a lot of money promoting, creating higher
grades of apples, creates embargo effect on out of state producer

- Discriminatory in its effects and its purpose
● The Court notes that North Carolina’s threatens Washington’s regulatory scheme. Why

does it privilege Washington’s regulation over North Carolina’s?
- Strict scrutiny test regardless og how it discrimates → to pass this test states

must show it will achieve an important purpose
- NC interest is to combat consumer confusion buying apples
- NC must show unavailability of non discriminatory alternatives
- NC did not satisfy this  as this consumer protection measure does not

address consumers directly but more negatively impacts wholesalers,
brokers, such as WA, does not combat consumer confusion more than
other alternatives.

*safety,health, consumer confusion are all legitimate reasons to have discriminatory law
but court must decide that

Exxon Corp. v. Gov. of Maryland (1978) (pg. 219)

- Prohibits producers of oil from operating gas stations in Maryland
- Not discriminatory on its face(no distinction between in state and out of state )
- Can be argued that its discriminatory because producers and refiners of oil are out of

state
- Argument that Statute is Discriminatory in its effect:

- Effect of statute is to protect in state independent dealers from out of state
competition and create protected enclave for Maryland independent dealers

- Law itself doesn’t distinguish between in/out state producers, BUT there are no
in state producers affected by the law that harms disproportionately harms out
of state producers that are refineries that also retail gas

Is this law that incidentally negatively affects out of state producers Unconstitutional?

- No. C ommerce Clause does not protect structure or individual refineries
but rather
interstate commerce itself which isn’t the precise discriminatory effect here

- Theoretically, statute will just cause a shift in the services interstate companies
offer in Maryland to comply with statute, does not burden interstate commerce in
general



● Why does the Court uphold the Maryland statute? How does it differ from the North
Carolina statute in Hunt? Are you convinced that the two laws are fundamentally
different?

- Court says there is no discimination because its not a barrier of gas entering of
gas into maryland

- DCC is not about the structure of industry, but its about the free flow of goods
● What would happen if every state enacted a law like Maryland’s? Shouldn’t the Court

prevent this type of burden on inter-state commerce?
- Then exxon could only sell in texas
- Court is concerned about that because they can still sell their products, doesnt

interfere with free flow of goods

**IMP. CASE B/C LAW SAYS THIS DISCRIMINATORY LAW IS OK B/C ITS NOT
PREVENTING THE FREE FLOW OF GOODS

West Lynn Creamery v. Healy (1994) (PG.225)

Why does the combination of a lawful assessment and a lawful subsidy violate the DCC?

● MA statute requires dealers to make payments into fund that is disbursed to MA farmers
ONLY

● Rule: A tax that primarily affects out of state producers and is redistributed directly to
in state producers of the same product is unconstitutional under the Dormant
Commerce Clause

If MA only give out subsidy, they could do that because it strictly affects MA taxpayers

→ the combination of taxing imports, taking taxes from anyone selling milk in MA (INCLUDING
OUT OF STATE) to support MA retailers is unconstitutional because it burdens interstate
commerce. Trying to support in state industry at the burden of out of state industries.

State of Minn. v. Cloverleaf Creamery (1981) (PG.226)

FACTS:

 ●  MN statute bans retail sale of milk in plastic, non reuseable containers but permitted
sale on returnable, nonrefillable containers such as paperboard milk cartons

Discriminatory in Purpose?:

- Clover Leaf argues actual basis of statute was to promote economic interest of local dairy
pulpwood industries at expense of economic interest of other segments of dairy industry and
plastic industry

● Court: NO.



 ○  MN statute regulates even handedly.

Does the Court deem the Minnesota law discriminatory or non-discriminatory? How do
you know? (use non discriminatory balancing test—> state wants to protect
environment)

 ○  But even if law is not discriminatory apply balancing:
■ Burden on interstate commerce vs. Benefits of legitimate state interests:

 ● Burden on interstate commerce is relatively minor ; milk can still
freely move across border as most dairies package products in more than
one container in anyway

 ●  But most importantly:  no way to determine winners and losers of
this statute being local or interstate  etc.

But what about Hunt’s apples? That was an undue burden:

● Burden does not fall squarely on out of state interests  like they did onto Washington
Apples

Why isn’t the Court concerned that the Minnesota law’s actual purpose was to help the local
dairy and pulpwood industries at the expense of other segments of the dairy and plastics
industry?

- supreme ct rejects dist. Court finding because plastics can be used but containers need
to be reusable or refillable and the benefitting pulpwood industry argument is not a
concern because any pulpwood producer out of state will benefit as well

—---------------------

Hypothetical: New Jersey’s Response to Philadelphia v. NJ

Which of the following NJ laws would or would not found to be discriminatory?

1. NJ Law limits the size of landfills and amount of trash that may be dumped through a
licensing scheme.

A: Non discriminatory → doesnt discriminate on its face, all garbage producers are affected

2. NJ Law Taxes disposal of Chemical X at $100 per pound.

(NY disposes of a lot of Chemical X; NJ none.)

A: Non discriminatory → doesnt discriminate on its face, worried about health affects

3. NJ Law prohibits landfills from accepting trash originating in locations more than 50 miles
away from landfill.



(NJ is about 150 miles long and 70 miles wide.)

A: discriminatory →

—---------------------

Analysis if Law is Deemed Discriminatory

Dean Milk v. City of Madison (1951)(pg. 228)

Restricts pasteurized milk products in Madison that were not inspected at plant within five miles
of Madison city square

 ●  Discriminatory on its face?

○ Yes. any geographic line, regardless of state line or radius is border against interstate
commerce. Discriminates state interests too, but still affects interstate commerce in general

Legitimate purpose for Madison’s ordinance? Yes.

- Combating consumer health hazards in consuming pasteurized milk

Are there non discriminatory alternatives available? Yes. So law is Unconstitutional.

- Madison health commissioner recommended uniform standards that outside milk would
have to comply with; but  Madison inspectors could go directly to Illinois and inspect milk
there

Maine v. Taylor (1986)(pg. 229)

●  Maine’s statute directly restricts interstate trade by blocking all inward shipments of live
baitfish, but this alone does not render it unconstitutional.

- Ct. ruled that its discriminatory on its face, purpose, and affect

●  Legit interest?: The e nvironment is a legitimate concern for Maine because importing minnows
could ruin Maine’s fragile fisheries.

●  ND Alternatives? Scientific community is in disagreement; Maine cannot be expected to sit
idly
by and wait until potentially irreversible environmental damage has occurred or until the
scientific community agrees, on what disease organisms are or are not dangerous, before it acts
to avoid such consequences.

●  CONSTITUTIONAL



● In each case, how does the Court determine whether the state or local law violates the
DCC once it has concluded that it is discriminatory on its face?

● Why does the Court uphold the local law in Maine v. Taylor but not in Dean Milk v. City of
Madison? What makes the difference?

3. Analysis if Law is Deemed Non-discriminatory

Pike v. Bruce Church (1970)

Bibb v. Navajo Freight Lines (1959)

Consolidated Freightways v. Kassel (1981)

● In each case, how does the Court determine whether the state or local law violates the
DCC once it has concluded that it is not discriminatory on its face?

● Is the Court acting too much like a legislature in these cases?

Class 11, 2/17 Hw: 238-246

REVIEW:

West Lynn Creamery → can’t couple subsidy with an out of state tax
- Court deems this as protectionist

State of Minnesota v. Clover → its fine = burdens and benefits BOTH out of state and in state
interests

If law DOES discriminate = State must demonstrate it has a legitimate purpose like safety
or environmental and that it cant be achieved by another means → STRICT SCRUTINY
TEST

- Only ONE case has court ever upheld a law under Dormant Commerce Clause:  Maine
v. Taylor (pg.229)

Today’s Class:

Pike v. Church (pg. 232)
- Statute requires AZ farmers to go to packing shed, closest shed to farmer isin CA

30 miles away, no other sheds in his area



Ct. uses Legitimate State Purpose test
→  improving and protectingthe reputation of state cantaloupe growers

- however, significant burden on interstate commerce - $700,000 to build a packing plant
for the company

Ct. find burden > legitimate state purpose

RULE: where a state s ***LOOK AT OUTLINE ON SBA

Bibb v. Najao Freight Lines (pg. 237)
- Facially neutral
- Some burden but it affects both in and out of state

KASSEL V. CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS CORP (PG.236)

- Not discriminatory on its face
- Unconstituional because it burdens out of state commerce

Exceptions to Dormant Commerce Clause
1) Congressional approval → congress’s commerce clause power is not dormant

If law DOES NOT discriminate → do the balancing test to see if the burdens outweigh the
benefits

Western & Southern Life Insurance Co. v. State Board of California (pg. 238)

- Discrimantory law: retaliatory laws are discriminatory on its face under DCC
- McCarran-Ferguson Act = states may regulate insurance

2) Market Participation exception → if state is participant in the market then that is an
exception

Reeves v. William Stake (pg. 240)
- Ct. holds its okay because they are a market participant

White v. Massachusetts

Class 12, 2/22 HW: 247-289

Bakken Boom Hypothetical:



Is law discriminatory on its face? → no
Discriminatory in its purpose? → no

MAINE V TAYLOR IS ONLY CASE IN WHICH SUPREME CT HAS HELD THAT ITS NOT A
DISCRIMINATORY LAW

The Legislative Process:

Origins of bills: constituents, state and local govs.,agencies, lobbyists, tribes, cities or
municipalities

- Must have a sponsor in the senate and the house for every bill

Bill → Committee

1) Considered and marked up
2) Most dont make it out and die in committee (vetogate), but those that do travel with

record (legislative history)

House and senate have different approaches to scheduling

Committee → Floor Schedule
1) Vetogate: 2 year period or it dies
2) Filibuster (60 people have to agree to vote?)

Floor Schedule →  Floor Consideraton
1) Possibility of filibuster here
2) Legislative history
3) Amendments

Floor Schedule → Reconciliation
1) Vetogate
2) Conf. comm. Rpt.

Reconciliation → Presentment
1) President may still veto bill
2) Signing statement if they decide to sign the bill

The 1966 Motor Vehicle Safety Act (PG. 255)
- This was in response to a steadily rising tide of auto accidents
- 3 big auto companies fought against this

The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (PG. 261)



What are titles?: they are like chapters in a book, they break up categories

Section 103A: basically established what world was going to look like when act was enacted
- Gives power and responsibilities to the sectors

Administrative Procedure Act: must give notice of proposed rule or order and give anyone in the
public the opportunity to veto it .

Sec. 103D: preemption

Sec. 105

Class 13, 2/24 HW: 291-314 (Church of the Holy Trinity v.
U.S; Nix v. Hedden; Muscarello v. U.S.)

Sec. 110 and Sec.111 → actions against non  complying manufacturers
Sec. 108 (pg.265) → “no person shall” language

Does sec. 108 apply to car dealers? Yes it applied to anyone selling the motor vehicles

Senate Report from Commerce Committee which accompanied the 1966 Act (Pg. 276)

Pg. 282
- Floor and ceiling → must be identical
- Does state ct law still apply?

What does performance mean? Look at (pg. 278)

TODAY’S READING:
Ch. 5 Statutory Interpretation (pg. 291)

Tools of statutory interpretations:

- Dictionary def./special def./common def.
- Legislative intent and history
- Purpose of statute
- Events at the time of enactment

Theories of statutory interpretation tell you which tool to use!



- Textualism
- Intentionalism

Church of the Holy Trinity v. United States (pg. 293)

Issue: statute makes it unlawful for any person to prepay for transportation or in anyway assist
or encourage the importation of any alien to do labor or services of any kind in the united states

→ is this person to be a rector in the church a violation of “ to do services of any kind in the
United States”

Theory: Textualism
Tool: Text

Circuit court held the contract was within the prohibiton of the statute

Nix v. Hedden (pg. 304)

1) Look at definition section in statute
2) If there isnt one, then go to dictionary

Ct held that Tomatoes are vegetables

Class 14, 3/1 HW: 314-334 (Babbitt v. Sweet Home); skim
334-343 (other linguistic canons); 355-370
(King v. Burwell)

Last Class review:
Text based tools → everybody uses them
Nix v. Hedden → when word lacks plain meaning look at dictionary as first resort

- It may not always clarify the issue
- Looking for ordinary meaning or specialized meaning?
- In this case dictionary wasnt necessarily helpful

Muscarello v. United States (Pg. 306)
- Looked at lots of dictionaries
- The rule of lenity is a substantive canon

- According to the majority, there has to be a grievous ambiguity to trigger the rule
of lenity

- Look at legislative history to see what they wanted the definition to be



- What does the word “carry” mean
- Footnote 6 pg. 312
- The majority leans heavily on purpose
- Dissent leans heavily on the rule of lenity

TODAY’S READING:

Substantive canon - about valuue

Textual canon - look at statutes, frequently have

Part III: Legislation and Statutory Interpretation

1. Statutory interpretation by courts
1. Textual canons of constructions: Babbitt v. Sweet Home (pg. 315)

- Complicated feature of having an agency involved
- But the result here is that the court doesnt have to decide what the right

definition is, only needs to figure out if the agency’s definition is
REASONABLE

● What is the statutory provision at issue in the case?

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 → Sec. 9 makes it unlawful for any person to
“Take” any endangered or threatened species. Act doesn’t define “Take” but it does
define “harm”

● How has the agency interpreted it?
● Who is challenging the agency’s interpretation and why?
● Where do the majority and the dissent begin their analyses?

- Look at the dictionary
- Justice stevens then looks at the broad purpose of the endangered species act
- Look at 1982 amendment which J. Stevens argues supports his interpretation

- He says that the amendment allowed Secretary to give permits, so
incidental takings were not allowed

- The canon here: it must be there for some reason
- Justice Scalia (pg. 326)

● Which of the following textual canons of constructions are deployed by the justices in the
case and how?

(Pg. 318)



1. Ejusdem generis – where general terms follow specific ones, general are construed to
embrace only those similar in nature to specific ones

2. Noscitur a Sociis – known from associates (eg., exploration, discovery, prospecting;
discovery means discovery of resources)

3. Expressio unius est exclusion alterius – inclusion of one thing indicates exclusion of the
other

4. Whole Act rule – identical words are given consistent meaning unless there is indication
Congress used the term in different ways

5. Surplusage rule – avoid reading a statutory provision or words within in a provision way
that would render something else in the statute redundant

Ct finds the rule against surplage is correct. Here the Ct. is more persuaded to follow noscitur a
sociis.

The Ct rejects the exspressio unius argument because in Sec. 3/ Sec. 9 The “take provision”
they are putting a penalty on the harm already happened and Sec. 5 prevents the harm.

Why can’t he stop at the common law definition? → Bc there is a definition in the statute which
trumps common law definition.

● Who do you think got the interpretation right: the majority or the dissent?

● Given that the canons support more than one meaning of the word “harm,” how should a
court choose between the meanings other than personal preferences?

How might courts pick a meaning based on:

1. The goal of judicial restraint? we dont want courts to overread the statute
2. The practical consequences of each choice? it provides broad protection of endangered

species
3. The institutional competence of the Court versus the Secretary? Favors the majority bc it

favors the agency

King v. Burwell (2015) (pg. 355)

● What is the statutory provision at issue in the case?

Interpreting whether an exchange established by the state constitutes an exchange
established by the federal gov.



● How has the agency interpreted it?

IRS rule going off the VA exchange which is federal, so IRS interprets the statute of the state
liek that of the fed. Gov. to see who qualifies for tax credi.

● Who is challenging the agency’s interpretation and why?

Plaintiffs dont want the credit, don’t want to purchase the insurance at all

● What key words did the Court find ambiguous and on what grounds? Was it due to
simply to reading the text of the whole act or was it also in part based on what the statute
was intended to do?

Sec.18031 and 18041 → “such exchange”

Sec. 18032 —> there wouldnt be an qualifying individuals for people who are on federal
exchanges.

Ct says that when congress passed the statue it did it very quickly.

- Given that the text is ambiguous the Ct turns to the broader structure of the Act to
determine the meaning of section 36B.

● How does the Court treat the surplusage issue here?
● Why would denying tax credits for health care obtained on federal exchanges negate the

purposes of the Act?
● Do you agree with the Majority or Dissent’s conclusions? Why?

Class 15, 3/3 HW: 370-405

SUBSTANTIVE CANONS

1) The Rule of Lenity

United States v. Santos (pg. 371)

Term “proceeds” is in question, does it mean “profits” or “receipts”? (18 U.S.C § 1956 (a)(1))

Ct. turns first to the statutory definition → none here

Then they look at the dictionaries → have more than one meaning so it doesn’t help



- Ct. uses linguistic tools
- Then look at whole act
- Then at whole code canon

*model codes and international treaty regarding money laundering are not helpful to the court
becuase they were enacted AFTER the money laundering statute

- Idea is its going to undermine the purpose of the act but J. Scalia is not convinced by
that bc

- Merger issue

J. Alito writes principal dissent: (pg. 373)
- Starts with whole code canon
- 14 other states
- They always mean general receipts, not just profits

Majority interpretation
- Lenity towards criminal defendants
- Judicial restraint → only criminalize what they know congress wants to criminalize

Bigger issue w rule of lenity → looking at legislative history can have a big difference in
interpretive approach

2) Constituional avoidance → avoid dealing with questions that will likely cause the
invalidation of a statute (pg. 381)

- Favor judicial review/restraint

a. Must have an ambiguity
b. Must have a serious or grievous constitutional question (that if court were to resolve it, it

would most likely make the provision at issue unconstitutional WHICH THEY WANT TO
AVOID)

Zadvydas v. Davis (pg. 382)

8 U.S.C. § 1231

- Length of time is the issue here

2 problems in removing aliens:
- indefinitely OR
- reasonably necessary

Interpreatition of Ct.: If you can’t remove alien, then you must hold them for a reasonable
amount of time to secure their removal



- If they interpret it differently it raises consittuional question if it follows due process to
hold someone indefinitely

- Ct. does not have to decide if its unconstitutional

6 month provision:
- Cite the Witkovich case (pg. 384) where they show the consitutionality has been

questioned before
- Supreme ct thinks 6 months is constitutional to give alien hearing after being detained

for 6 months
- Is it required to be w/n the six months as opposed to 7 months?
- There are exceptions to 6 month rule
- This signals to congress that if you make it indefinite there are some

constitutional problems
- Not saying it HAS to be 6 months (congress like 6 months)

Almendarez-Torres v. United States (pg. 387)

8 U.S.C. § 1326
- statutory itself (a)(b)
- Then look at whole act
- Then look at whole code canon

Pg. 389-390

Risk of unfairness - defendant would be prejudiced by having two offenses

Con law Question: can a judge rather than a jury raise your sentence based on a prior
crime?

Rule of lenity only applies to criminal law context

Assumption in all these cases is the congress has the power to intrude on states rights

Gregory v. Ashcroft (pg.394)

Article V, § 26 of Missouri Constituion

- Retirement of missouri state judges



Con Law Question: The question is whether the ADA extends to state judges? And if so does it
impose on the 10th amendment and state sovereignty?

Class 17, 3/15 HW: 405-435 (Bob Jones University v. U.S.)

Review:

Legislative history (full record → floor debates, committee hearings, exec branch draft analysis,
prior or subsequent legislation, etc.) is the most important tool.

****full page of legislative history is on pg. 406 → hierarchy of legislative history

Part II: Legislation and Statutory Interpretation

1. Intent and purpose-based tools
1. Legislative history as a source of meaning, intent, or purpose
2. Views of the sponsors; post-enactment history
3. The legislative history funnel

**** knw about the hierarchy but based on specifi evidence they might be probative

Subsequent Leg History (including signing statements)

Legislative Inaction

Views of non drafters

Floor and hearing colloquy

History of bill, rejected proposals



Sponsor statements

Conference and committee reports

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of each piece of legislative history as evidence
of legislative intent?

2. Why turn to legislative history if the court can determine the meaning of words using the
traditional tools of statutory interpretation?

Bob Jones University

Facts: dedicated to teaching and propagation of christian religious beliefs, profs must be
christian, students private and public conduct are monitored, students are screened
upon applicaion, taught classes as dictated by bible, believed interracial marriage was a
sin so did not accpet black students, then later only accepted married black students.
Then prohibited interracial dating and expelled anyone who encouraged this or broke
this rule. In the 2000s the interracial dating rule was dropped.

Tools for considering changed circumstances—Bob Jones University

1. Why does the Court conclude the statute requires that “charitable purposes” must
comport with public policy? Map its reasoning.

Raises 2 questions: when do courts raise changed circumstances and how do they justify it?

Internal revenue rule §170: in order to qualify for tax exemption, must fall into one of 8
categories (check footnote 1 pg. 423 AND must qualify for common law concept of charity which
means you cannot be contrary to federal public policy.

Bob Jones arument is you only see “charitable purpose” in that list of 8 categories and that the
school is not charitable just religious

→ Ct. rejects that saying they look at §170 (which the ct heavily relies on) which has the same
list and says those ARE charitable contributions and that this must comply with common law
concept of charity (aka cant be against public policy) and racial discrimination is against public
policy

The Ct. says §170 mirrors list of 501.C3, majority still looks at common law standards

Statutory definition in light of preexisting common law definition doesnt always take precedence



2. Why does the Court ask whether race discrimination is contrary to public policy today
rather than when the statute was originally enacted?

Ct is looking if its against public policy today and not when it was enacted because public policy
can change over time.

→ Have to find a term that can evolve over time.

Public policy is a very dynamic term that changes over time

3. Why doesn’t the Court look to Congress to amend the statute?

Because congress has actually amended parts of the bill but hasnt made the changes to
provide tax exemption to racially discriminatory schools or social clubs.

Federal gov. has changed the meaning of public policy beyond the legislative history of 501.C3.
→ all 3 branches are unified that race discrimination is against public policy.

4. What three rules can you derive from the case about the conditions required for a court
to consider changed circumstances?

1. Dynamic term that can evolve over time
2. Concrete and abundant evidence of change (public attitude, gov. wide policy,

judicial decisions →  the more you have the stronger the argument you can
make)

3. Statute that is old and ripe for updating

Hypothethical: food, drug, and cosmetic act enacted in 1934 did not include cigarettes but now it
does. Whats your argument based on changed circumstances?

a. Drugs = dynamic term, didnt include nicotine before but now it does
b. Now nicotine is thought of as a drug as seen by public
c. Statute is almost 100 years old

Theories of Statutory Interpretation

- No theory of statutory interpretation is perfect
1. Plain Meaning/New Textualism

Whats the goal of textualism?

What does the ordinary person believe the meaning is in context (the sentence,
provision, the whole code)?

a. Claim that textualists make is that its best interpretation because its objective,
transparent, democratic (restricts judicial law making), and that its predictable.



b. Most important argument is that it is constitutionally compelled.
1. Law as text that satisfies constitutional requirements of bicameralism and

presentment
2. Rule of law = law of rules
3. Judge as faithful agent, linguist, grammarian
4. Arguments in favor: relatively objective, transparent, democratic, predictable
5. Arguments against: limits of language, blind to its own subjectivity, unconnected

with consequences, assumption of a coherent “code” can upset legislative
compromises

6. Proponents: Holmes, Scalia (he was a textualist)
7. Examples: Santos

*Judicial restraint → dictionaries often give courts lots of room to maneuver even if they
only rely on text, dictionary, and substantive canon.

2. Intentionalism/Imaginative Reconstruction

Goal of intentionalism and imaginative reconstruction: claiming to be faithful agents of congress,
its what congress WANTED

Tools we use: start with text itself

1. Law as legislative deals/bargains
2. Judge as deal enforcer, Sherlock Holmes looking for clues of what they wanted
3. Arguments in favor: relatively practical, realistic, helpful
4. Arguments against: expensive, manipulable, questions of judicial competency to

do this, paradox of a “group” intent

Critique: legislative history is manipunable by judges

5. Proponents: Posner, Stevens
6. Examples: Holy Trinity, Almandarez-Torres, Moore

3. Purpose and Dynamic Approaches
1. Law as solving social problems
2. Judge as deal adapter
3. Arguments in favor: relatively helpful and practical, emphasis on public policy

reasons, justice
4. Arguments against: questions of judicial competency and democratic

accountability, could unsettle expectations
5. Proponents: Dworkin, Eskridge
6. Examples: Holy Trinity, Bob Jones



Class 18, 3/17 HW: Capstone 2 - check d2l email

Class 19, 3/21 HW: 437-455 (Youngstown Sheet & Tube;
U.S. v. Nixon; Clinton v. City of NY)

Part IV: The Regulatory State at Work

1. The Federal Executive Power and the Administrative State
1. Inherent Presidential Power

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. (1952) (pg. 438) → msu sba Sant’Ambrogio

- an executive order is something that the president issues
- President truman did not ask congress to declare war
- Most important opinion going forward is Justice Jackson’s opinion

Identify the rule espoused by each opinion to decide whether the President’s action
was constitutional and note how each differs from the others.

● Why does Justice Black (writing for the majority) affirm the injunction of the district court?
- Considered a formalist opinion
- He affirmed the injunction of the district court because it must come from a

statute or constitution to act
● Several statutes discussed by Justice Black authorize the President to seize personal

and real property? Why don’t those provide a source of authority for President Truman in
this case?

- Statute: Say there is no statute
● Why doesn’t Justice Black believe the following clauses in Article II of the Constitution

provide Truman with the authority he needs?
- Constitution:

○ The “executive power” clause;
- executive purpose clause → general executive power doesnt apply bc it

will only apply whether it is unclear that you dont have the power to do
something, not if its clear that he doesnt have the power to do soemthing

○ The “take Care” clause; and
- take care clause → not lawmaker, he cant do what the law doesnt allow

him to do
○ The “Commander in Chief” clause.

- commander in chief → private property



● Why does Justice Jackson (writing in concurrence) agree that Truman can’t seize the
steel mills?

- Functionalist approach
○ How does his reasoning differ from Justice Black’s?
○ In particular, what are the three categories of presidential action that Justice

Jackson identifies and in which do President Truman’s actions fall?
1. Pursuant to constitutional approval
2. In absence of congressional authority

- independent power
3. In opposition of congress

- own constitutional power → congress constitutional power
● Why doesn’t Justice Jackson interpret Congressional silence as an implied authorization

of Truman’s actions?
- Jackson says congress did nothing but even though congress was silent, bc

congress has considered giving president power in these disputes before then its
not congressional silence

● Why don’t the constitutional provisions cited by the government provide a source of
authority for Truman’s actions according to Justice Jackson?

● Where does Justice Douglas (writing in concurrence) find his separation of powers
principal? Is it written in the Constitution? (pg. 443)

- He says emergencies don’t create power
- Separation of powers is not written in the constitution, it is only implied

● Why does Justice Frankfurter need to write his own opinion?
- Congress has said 16 times “no seizure”
- President cannot act upon express rule of congress

● Does the dissent differ from Justice Jackson on the law or on how to apply the law?
● Which opinion do you believe has the best argument? Why?

- This is a functionalist approach
- Truman told congress hed do whatever they want TWICE, and believe president

should have the power to take this action
- These 3 justices say the president has the power to do this particularly under

these circumstances



● How would you define “executive” versus “legislative” policy based on the opinions?

2. Executive Privilege

U.S. v. Nixon (1974) (pg. 449) → msu sba Sant’Ambrogio

● Does the President have the right to interpret the Constitution or is that a function
exclusively left to the judiciary?

- A general claim must yield to the specific need for privilege (?)
● What are the three parts of the Court’s holding?

1. ?
2. ?
3. ?

3. Extending Presidential Power
- President resigned soon after, Nixon is the only president in US history to step down

from office

Clinton v. City of NY (1998)

● What are the arguments that the line-item veto is constitutional?
● What are the arguments that the line-item veto is unconstitutional?
● Should separation of powers be left to be worked out by the legislature and executive, or

should judiciary enforce separation of powers?

Class 20, 3.23 HW: 456-460, 455-456, and supplemental
reading

REVIEW

Models of Presidential Power In Youngstown

1. No inherent presidential power (Black; Madison)
-  that the president may act only if there is constitutional or statutory authority

2. President may act unless he violates a constitutional or statutory provision (Jackson;
Frankfurter (narrower); Hamilton; Dissent)

- when the const and congress are silent, president may act unless/until congress
says stop



3. President may act without const or statutory authority unless he usurps the powers of
another branch (Douglas)

CLINTON V. CITY OF NEW YORK (short)
- Can congress increase president's power beyond what is constitutionally permissible?

Line Item Veto Act
- Authorizes the president to “cancel in whole” certain types of provisions signed into law:

1. Any dollar amount of discretionary budget authority
2. Any time of new direct spending OR
3. Any limited tax benefit

- President must make certain findings and follow certain procedures

→ Court Holds Line Item Veto Act UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Sources of Federal Law:
U.S. Constituion → 1 w/ 27 amendments
Statutes → 220 by 113th Congress
Regulations (created by statutes) → 3,554 in 2014

Organic Statute
- Creates agency
- Commands agency
- Delegates authority to agency

What is an Agency?
“each authority of the government of the U.S., whether or not it is within or subject to review by
another agency”

Constitutions vest all legislative power in Congress → may Congress delegate that power? If so
is there a limit to that power?

READING from SUPPLEMENTAL READING ONLINE

Part III: The Regulatory State at Work



1. Agencies in the Structure of the Federal Gov’t
2. Agencies and Delegation

A.L.A Schechter Poultry Corp. (1935)

- Gave president authority to approve codes of fair competition
● Why does the Court hold that the NIRA violates the non-delegation doctrine? What is the

specific language that the Court finds problematic?
- No statutory definition of “fair competition” → fair competition does not

necessarily mean the opposite of unfair competition
- You need a standard of legal obligation they say AKA and Intelligible principle

- Intelligible principle = standard to guide Executive
- Specific industries → scope of power of the agencies for jurisdiction

Agency → procedures → judicial review

Court is concerned here that there is no standard to guide and the scope of power is to broad

● In which Youngstown category would Justice Jackson place this action by the President?
Why doesn’t that cure any delegation problem?

● Why wouldn’t we want Congress to be able to tell the President to “go fix the economy
by whatever means necessary”?

Whitman v. American Trucking (2001)

- Has to do with the clean air act
- Section 109 allowed EPA to put in National Air Quality Standards “requisite to

protect the public health with an adequate margin of safety”
● Why does the Court hold that EPA cannot cure a delegation problem on its own?
● What does Justice Scalia identify as the intelligible principle that Congress gave EPA for

setting NAAQS? Do you agree with him that this provides a credible check on EPA’s
discretion?

- Scalia (top of page 14) says that it is sufficiently clear to give agency intelligible
principle to know where to set this threshold

- He says there is a relationship between intelligible principle and scope of power
- As scope of power increases, we need clearer intelligible principles
- (top of last paragraph pg. 14) wants to make sure its not TOO much

discretion
● Justice Stevens and Justice Thomas agree with the judgment of the majority, but write

separately to emphasize very different points. What are they?
- Thomas says if theres too much discretion to agency/too much power, no

intelligible principle will cure it



- Stevens says congress is delegating legislative power and nothingin the
constitution is prohibiting that. As long as there some intelligible principle to guide
then thats enough.

● What, if anything does American Trucking add or subtract from the factors that the Court
deems relevant to a delegation question pursuant to Schechter?

Gundy v. United States (2019)

● How do the plurality and dissent differ in their understanding of how much discretion is
delegated to the Attorney General by SORNA? Why do they differ?

- According to Gorsuch, the attorney general has the power to decide whether or
not to apply the act (aka if something breaks the law or doesn’t

- Kagan says that the purpose is based off the legislative history
● Do the plurality and the dissent differ in their view of what the non-delegation doctrine

requires, how to apply it, or both?
● Is Justice Gorsuch’s approach to the non-delegation doctrine consistent with the Court’s

holdings in Schechter and American Trucking?
- Gorsuch says the test for the non-delegation doctrine is”

1) Agencies  can fill in details
2) Fact finding based on conditions
3) non-legislative/ overlapping powers

● Do you agree with Justice Gorsuch that reinvigorating the non-delegation doctrine in the
way that he suggests would have no impact on the administrative state or foreclose
certain substantive outcomes?

● Does Congress have the capacity to be more specific in its legislative acts? How do we
know if it does or it doesn’t?

Class 21, 3/29 *USED NO READ PASS* Ch. 7 pg. 461-507

Part IV: The Regulatory State at Work (continued)

1. Agencies and Delegation (continued)

Gundy v. United States (2019) (Supp. 2) (continued)

● Is Justice Gorsuch’s approach to the non-delegation doctrine consistent with the Court’s
holdings in Schechter and American Trucking?

● Does Congress have the capacity to be more specific in its legislative acts? How do we
know if it does or it doesn’t?



2. Implementation of Statutory Mandates by Agencies
1. Notice and Comment Rulemaking (pg. 462-463)

● What are the procedural requirements of APA § 553? (pg. 463)

(List as many as you can identify)

Pg. 464

● Comments to agency arent particularly useful but they do consider them
● It is NOT a vote, simply a consideration
- Basis agency uses to defend the rule when challenged

● The role of the courts in reviewing rulemaking procedures
1. Standard 208

● What are the regulatory documents that begin on p. 397 and 405? What is the agency
doing with each?

● For each document, identify where and how the agency uses the following types of
analysis:

○ Statutory
○ Economic
○ Scientific
○ Public Opinion and Behavioral Analysis

- What’s going on out there in the world?
- They are concerned with public’s reaction to seatbelts
- Effects on environment
- Effect on small businesses

49 C.F.R. 571 (pp. 470-477)

- Under proposed NPRM, it must cite the legal authority under which the rule is proposed:
Executive Order 12291, “Federal Regulation” (pg. 471)

● What does the existing rule, Standard 208, require?
- Automatic seatbelts OR air bags

● Why is the agency considering amending the rule? What has changed since the final
rule was issued?

- Shifting from big cars to small cars and the small cars are more dangerous
- Higher number of auto-accidents



- Estimate 9,000 fatalities a year can be avoided (pg. 472)
- The goal is to prevent a seconday collision (aka car hits tree and then person

gets thrown from seat)
- In 1969, the agency proposed the requirement of going from active/manual

seatbelts to passive restraints, mainly the airbag
- First proposed under President Johnson’s administration
- Carter administration issued final rule that wouldnt be effective till his 2nd term

but he was not reelected and President Reagan came in
- Final rule was then reevalauted (It was the final rule but not yet in effect)

-  What’s changed?:

- they anticipate 60% of cars would have airbags and 40% would have seatbelt
- but based on manufacturers choices only 1% of cars will have these

● Which of the justifications for regulation from the beginning of the class might be relevant
to this regulatory problem?

● The agency spends a lot of time considering costs—why?
● Identify the alternative proposals outlined by the agency.
1. Reversal of phase-in sequence (pg. 473)
2. Simultaneous compliance
3. Rescission
- Uncertainty about the benefits: the automatic belts are detachable thus essentially like

manual belts, but people are scared theyll be stuck in the car if its not detachable
● Which alternative proposed by the agency seems like the most logical choice based on

the information contained in the NPRM? Why?

Pg. 491: concern with equity

Insurance companies liked airbags

- Nice try but it doesnt ever work to increase the rate of using manual belts

Reagans order the benefits to exceed the cost

49 C.F.R. 571 (pp. 478-497)

● Which alternative did the agency choose?
● Why? Identify the different modes of analysis used by the agency.
● Can you think of any alternatives to rescinding the rule the agency did not consider that

would address the changed circumstances it identifies? Hint: the Insurance companies
suggested one.



Class 22, 4/5 CAPSTONE 3

a. Statutory Authority:

Executive Order 12291, “Federal Regulation” (February 17, 1981)

b. Scientific evidence supporting proposed rule

Approximately 25,000 occupants in the front seats of passenger cars annually in
crashes. However, studies showed that only 20% of people used any type of belt
system. According to the NHTSA’s analysis, 9,000 deaths and 65,000 serious
injuries could be avoided if all cars had automated restraints (aka air bags and
automatic seat belts). The agency analysis predicted that 60% of new cars would
have air bags and that air bags would provide protection in almost all crashes that
would cause the air bags to deploy.

c. Economic analysis supporting proposed rule

1. Costs

NHSTA’s comparable figures to those found in 1977 show that airbags at high
production qualities cost about $400 more than manual belts and as much as
$1,100 at a low volume. According to car manufacturers, the cost of air bags
would be substantially higher than the average $89 increase the restraint
requirements actually incur.

2. Benefits

With the low number of people using belts and the high coverage of safety
airbags provide, implementing air bags only allows for lower fatalities. Unlike
manual belts that requires passengers to physically put them on or automatic
belts that would physically and visibly restrain passengers, air bags allow for
people to continue driving comfortably but with a much-needed layer of added
protection from an otherwise undetected airbag.

d. Policy rationales supporting the proposed rule

Section 103(a) of the Vehicle Safety Act requires that every standard of
federal motor vehicle safety meet the need for safety while being practicable
and objective at the same time. Air bags meet the standards set by the
Vehicle Safety Act. They meet the need for safety as scientific evidence
points to its essentially full-proof protection in crashes. They are practicable
as they are built into the car and people wouldn’t have to remember to put in
on, much less be bothered by an automatic belt across there chest that might



make them uncomfortable. Finally, it is objective as the facts indicate how
many lives this could save as opposed to the rarely used seat belt.

e. Responses to comments in the prior rulemaking

· People wanted restraints that were truly passive. The agency stated that the
use-compelling features that were suggested, stemming from the issue of public
acceptance or lack thereof, that those features were not sufficient to meet the safety
requirement. Most concerns really were regarding belt usage. Automatic belts are
detachable thus essentially like manual belts, but people were scared they’ll be stuck in
the car if its not detachable.

f. The agency would like the following additional information

While airbags may cost more to manufacture in vehicles, the injuries and fatalities
they prevent outweigh the cost. It would most likely be more expensive to fund the
emergency services that would have to attend preventable accidents versus the
one time airbag manufacturing cost. Additionally, air bags are positively viewed by
insurance companies. So while the general public is primarily concerned about
seat belts and insurance companies favor air bags, a new rule should be passed
requiring all vehicles to have airbags only installed.

Class 23, 4/7 CH. 8 Pg. 531

ON BOARD:
10.
9. Agency
8.
7. house
6.
5. legislation
4. Senate
3. Agency
2. Status quo
1.

Reading: 531-573

Part V: Political Control of Agency Action

1. Presidential control of agencies
1. Appointment power

● What does the Constitution say about the President’s appointment power?



Morrison v. Olson (1988) pg. 533

● What is the Ethics in Government Act and what does it do?
- Allows them to prosecute high government officials
● How is the independent Counsel appointed and removed?
- Attorney general appoints independent counsel and asks Special Division federal court

to appoint an independent counsel
○ An appt by the COURT not president, so it must be inferior officer
○ Principal officer can only be appointed by president

● Independent counsel can be removed in 3 situations?
○ Attorney Genderal can remove appointed counsel after they finish their

investigation
○ Or Special Division can remove either on its own or on suggestion of attorney

general
○ And impeachment??

● How does the Court decide whether an officer is “principal” or “inferior” officers and what
are the different appointment mechanisms required for each under the Constitution?

Principal Officers: selected by President with the advice and consent of Senate

Inferior Officers: Congress may allow to be appointed by the President alone, by headsof depts.,
or by the judiciary.

● Why does the Court hold that the Independent Counsel need not be appointed by the
President?

Court holds that Morrison is inferior based on

● Limited jurisdiction
● Limited duties - investigation and prosecution
● And limited tenure - temporary position, appointed essentially to accomplish single task

But President Can still remove him at will

- May be fired anytime for any reason by the President
- Constituiton says NOTHING about power of removal

This means a few possibilities:

1) Entirely president’s power to remove at will
2) Mirror ofappointment → with advice and consent of Senate
3) Entirely Congress’s power to define
4) principal / Inferior = president/cons.
5) Impeachment (could be the only way to remove officers → only method discussed in

constitution)
● Hold off considering Justice Scalia’s Dissent until you read the removal cases.



1. Removal power
-

● What does the Constitution say about the President’s removal power?
- U.S. Const., Art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
● What possibilities might be suggested by the text of Art. II, § 2?

Myers v. U.S. (1926) pg. 539

- Myers was asked to resign. He didnt, so president removed him without the advice and
consent of senate.

- He argues president had to have had the Senates consent
● Chief Justice Taft served as President before he wrote this opinion. Does it show?

2 reasons he passed the act

1) He was President and so like Presidential power - didnt like tenure in office
2) Thought reconstruction of office was radical
● Why does Chief Justice Taft hold the Tenure in Office Act unconstitutional?

- He says that these officials are delegated by the President and President knows
best but they arent going to have same knowledge of day to day jobs such as
President who works with that officers

- Thus he believes this power needs to be vested in the President

NARROW READING OF THIS OPINION: CONGRESS CANNOT BE INVOLVED IN THE
REMOVAL

BROADER READING (WHICH COURT NOW LEANS TOWARD): PRESIDENT HAS
POWERTO REMOVE ALL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

● Why do Justice Holmes and Justice Brandeis diseent?

Humphrey’s Executor (1935) pg. 544

● based on broad power, Roosevelt had power to remove Humphrey
● Humphrey died so his exectioner is suing for the deceased’s salary
● He had a 7 year tenure and so they argue he wasnt rightfully removed and the statute

was violated as he could only be fired FOR CAUSE (ex. Neglect of office, showed up
drunk, etc.)

● Court says postmaster was purely executive (president may remove for any reason v.
quasi-legislativally or quasi-judicially (Congress may restrict/president must show cause
for removal)

● Congress created agency,thus they have the power to create for-cause removal
protection for the executive officials (p. 547)

● You’re counsel to the President and you’ve read Myers—what do you tell the President:
can he fire Humphrey based on Myers?

● You represent Humphrey’s estate—how can Humphrey’s be distinguished from Myers?



RULE OF BOTH MYERS AND HUMPHREY:

- PURELY EXECUTIVE → PRESIDENT MAY REMOVE AT WILL
- QUASI JUDICIAL/ QUASI LEGISLATIVE → CONGRESS MAY RESTRICT

Morrison v. Olson (1988) [again] ****ask about this, still confused

● How would you argue that the Ethics in Government Act is unconstitutional under Myers
and Humphreys?

- Independent counsel is purely executive
- Enforce the laws → quintessential executive official
- Indepednent counsel had no power, her job was limited
- MAJORITY REJECTS THIS: WHY? NOT CENTRAL TO FUNCTION OF

PRESIDENTIAL CONSTITUIONAL DUTIES
- AGENCY RETAINS ENOUGH CONTROL, ATTORNEY GENERAL RETAINS

ENOUGH CONTROL THROUGH THE GOOD CAUSE REMOVAL PROVISION
- Aka GOOD CAUSE IS ENOUGH

● What test does the Court use to determine whether the removal protections are
constitutional?

- Test: does it interfere with president’s constitutional duties
- NO, if the independent counsel is negleccting her office, then the Attorney General can

remove
● Why does Justice Scalia dissent? What rule does he advocate for the President’s

removal power?
● He dpesnt like it, he believes this for cause removal impacts presidents executive power

Free Enterprise Fund v. PCAOB (2010) PG. 551

● How are the members of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board appointed
and removed?

5 members appointed in staggering terms by the Securities and Exhcnage Commission (SEC)

● What does removal “for cause” mean according to the Court? Does it encompass policy
differences with the President?

- Can be removed by SEC member for good cause
- RULE: CANNOT CREATE MORE THAN ONE LAYER OF “FOR CAUSE”

PROTECTION BW THE PRESIDENT AND ANY OFFICER OF THE US
● What about the SEC Commissioners, how can the President remove them?
● What does the majority say is wrong with the removal provision?
● Why do Justice Breyer and the three other justices dissent?
● Consider the following scenarios and whether two layers of “for cause” protection from

the President (rather than one) would (1) make a difference in the outcome and (2)
increase or decrease presidential power:



1. The President and the Commission both want to keep a Board member in office;
2. The President and the Commission both want to dismiss a Board member;
3. The President wants to dismiss a Board member, but the Commission wants to keep the

member; and
4. The President wants to keep a Board member, but the Commission wants to dismiss the

Board member.

Seila Law v. CFPB (2020) PG. 554

- Different from the CFPB (consumer financial protection bureau)
- SEC (5 committee members) and CFPB (1 director, 7 year term) report to the president
- Creates a totally new, unprecedented rule
- ***WILL BE DISCUSSED IN NEXT CLASS
● Why does the Court hold that the structure of the CFPB violates the Constitution?
● What danger does a single-headed agency pose, according to the majority, that a

multi-member agency does not?
● Why is the President’s power to remove an officer for “inefficiency, neglect of duty, or

malfeasance in office” insufficient to provide political accountability for the officer’s
decisions?

● Justice Thomas suggests the Court should go further and overrule Humphrey’s
Executor. Is there anything in the reasoning of the majority’s opinion in Seila that
suggests the Court would or would not take this next step?

● The majority cites the democratic accountability of the President as a reason for
concentrating executive power in the presidency. But the majority ignores the democratic
accountability of the Congress (and President) who created the CFPB and chose to
structure it in this way. Why do you think they privilege the democratic character of the
President over Congress in this context? Is this consistent with how some of these same
justices approach non-delegation questions?

● Why do Kagan and three other justices dissent? How do they differ with the majority on
their understanding of the Constitution and the empirical assumptions of the majority?

Collins v. Yellen (2021)

● What does this case add to legal principles announced in Seila Law?

Class 24, 4/12 CH. 8 pg. 573-600

***FINAL IS SHORT ANSWERS AND ESSAY QUESTIONS, GET TO BRING IN A 20 PAGE
OUTLINE WITH YOU

Continuation of last class:



Seila law: New Rule!
- Default principal that President must be able to remove officers of the U.S. at will..

Only 2 exceptions: 1) inferior officers → Morrison
2) multi-member agencies → Humphrey’s

THIS CLASS:

INS v. Chadha (1983)

● What is a legislative veto?
● Why does the Court strike down the legislative veto?
● Why does the Court say the veto is “legislative” act?
● Why is it okay to delegate the decision to the AG, and not one house of Congress, if the

decision is “lawmaking”?
● If Court is willing to accept broad delegations of power even though they are a deviation

from Article I, see Schechter Poultry; American Trucking, is it sensible to reject
legislative control over these delegations as inconsistent with Article I? If delegations are
allowed despite inconsistency with Article I, why not allow legislative veto too?

● After Chadha, would a two-house legislative veto be constitutional?

Legislative Veto
- President carter took power during these legislative vetos

Court strikes down legislative veto

Pg. 593-594 → expressio unis

Footnote 1 pg. 592
- Why is attorney general exempt

Formalism v.Functionalism
Seperation of Functions

Rules v. Standards: bright line ruled with determinate boundaries between branches
versus standards to maintain balance between branches

Reasoning: deduction from constitutional text, structure, and original intent vs induction
from constitutional policy and practice over time.

Identify the type of power, then ask whether exercised by right branch using right
procedures vs…

prevent branches from abdicating



INS v. Chadha

Burger: legislative veto is unconst. Bc it is legislative act by congress wo bicameralism
and presentment

Powell: legislative veto is uncost. Bc it is a judicial act by legislative branch

Looking Past Formaslist Def.

Congress must be complete when it delegates–may not retain authority to implement
statutory mandates.

When congress makes policy - whether we label it executive, legislative, or judicial - it
mst do it though bicameralism and presentment.

Bowsher and Chadha, (per Justive Stevens)

Congress may not delegate (way) too much of its policymaking power (Sheckter)

Myers, Humphreys executor, and Morrison v. Olson

In Morrison, the ct says congress’ power to restrict the president’s removal authority doesn’t
depend on rigid categories of pure executive versus quasi-legislatve

Questiion is whether restriction impedes the presidents power to perform const. Duties?
Is the officer so central to the function of the exac branch that..???

New formalism: Seila Law
- Morrison is no longer the rule it is now the exception
- Default principal that president must be able to remove officer of the US at will

2 exceptions: inferior officers (morrison)
Multi-member agencies (humphreys)

Class 25, 4/14 CH. 8 pg. 600-622

Class 26 Agenda

Reading: 600-622 (Chevron v. NRDC; MCI Telecommunications Corp.)

Part V: Judicial Control of Agency Action



1. Judicial review of agency interpretations of law

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC (1984)

● How and why did EPA change its definition of “stationary source”?
● How should a court review an agency interpretation of law?
● RULE: CHEVRON 2 STEP
1. Step one?

- The court makes the decision whether or not congress has spoken to the
precise question

- Ct is saying they dont feel confident under the statute
- Ct is in control in using tools of legislative history

2. Step two?
- Ct is going to defer to any reasonable interpretation of the statute
- How do they interpret if EPA’s interpretation of the statute is reasonable?
- Reasonable doesnt mean what the court thinks is the best interpretation
- Its reasonable if it satisfies the purpose of the act

● How should a court determine whether Congress has spoken directly to the precise
question of statutory interpretation?

■ Is it only reasonable if the court would have reached the same
conclusion?

● How does Justice Stevens justify giving agencies Chevron deference when it comes to
interpretations of law?

■ Isn’t it the job of the courts to say what the law is?
1. Step One

Pg. 605-608: Clean air act- trying to achieve clean air and reasonable economic growth

2 different goals that are trying to be achieved, but congress did not strike the balance
on how to achieve this

MCI Telecommunications Corp. (1994)

Commission has power to modify any requirement of section 203

Kay word: modified

Language of statue on pg. 614

● Which features of the statute suggest that the agency’s modification authority was
broad?

● Which features of the statute suggest that the agency’s modification authority was
narrow?

● Where does Scalia turn for guidance on the statute?
○ Looks to the dictionaries first
○ “Modified” = incremental or moderate change, not fundamental change



● How does Justice Stevens respond to Scalia’s dictionary argument?
● Which step of Chevron is decisive for Scalia?

1. Step Two
● Would the agency’s interpretation in MCI v. ATT be “reasonable” under step two?

3. Applying Chevron: Read the following hypothetical and answer the
questions that follow.

“More Sick Chickens”

About 7 billion chickens and turkeys are processed annually in the United States. Proper
handling during processing is important because about 40 percent of raw poultry is
contaminated with salmonella, a bacterium that causes various diseases in humans and
animals. At least 40,000 salmonella infections are reported each year to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), a federal agency that tracks infectious diseases. CDC estimates
that each year between 40,000 and 4 million people become ill from salmonella and about 500
of these persons die of salmonellosis, an illness that causes fever and intestinal disorders.

The Poultry Products Inspection Act (Act) vests the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS),
located in the Department of Agriculture (USDA), with responsibility for “the inspection of poultry
and poultry products … to prevent the movement or sale in interstate or foreign commerce … of
poultry products which are adulterated or misbranded.” Poultry is adulterated when “it bears or
contains any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render it injurious to health….”
Section 452 of the Act declares it to be the policy of Congress to:

prevent the movement or sale in interstate or foreign commerce of, or the
burdening of such commerce by, poultry products which are adulterated or
misbranded. It is the intent of Congress that when poultry and poultry products
are condemned because of diseases, the reason for condemnation in such
instances shall be supported by scientific fact, information, or criteria, and such
condemnation under this chapter shall be achieved through uniform inspection
standards and uniform applications thereof.

Pursuant to its statutory authority, USDA has published detailed regulations specifying how
chickens and turkeys are to be processed to kill harmful bacteria. With respect to imported
poultry, the Act directs that USDA ensure that poultry products imported from countries other
than Canada and Mexico, are “subject to the same inspection, sanitary, quality, species
verification, and residue standards applied to products produced in the United States,” and have
“been processed in facilities and under conditions that are the same as those under which
similar products are processed in the United States.” (Emphases added.) For poultry that is
imported from Canada and Mexico, USDA is to ensure that the poultry is “subject to the
inspection, sanitary, quality, species verification, and residue standards that are equivalent to
United States standards” and has “been processed in facilities and conditions that meet
standards that are equivalent to United States standards.” (Emphases added.)



Pursuant to the Act, USDA has promulgated the following regulation concerning poultry
imported from countries other than Mexico and Canada:

Whenever it shall be determined by the Administrator that the system of poultry
inspection maintained by any foreign country, with respect to establishments
preparing products for export to the United States, ensures compliance of such
establishments and their poultry products with requirements at least equal to all
the provisions of the Act and the regulations in this part which are applied to
official establishments in the United States and their poultry products ….
Thereafter, poultry products processed in such establishments which are certified
and approved … shall be eligible, so far as the regulations in this part are
concerned, for importation into the United States from such foreign country.

The National Broiler Council (NBC), a non-profit trade association formed by domestic poultry
producers, files a complaint in federal court naming USDA as a defendant. The NBC argues that
the regulation’s requirement that foreign poultry producers be subject to procedures “at least
equal to” United States procedures violates the Act, which requires that foreign producers,
except those in Canada and Mexico, be subject to procedures that are the “same” as domestic
procedures.

The Australian Trade Association (ATA) intervenes in the suit as a co-defendant. The ATA is
supportive of the rule because Australian poultry producers use radiation to kill bacteria on
poultry. This process, which is widely used in Europe and Australia, is acknowledged to be more
protective of consumers than the procedures used in the United States. It has not been used in
the United States, however, because of consumer reluctance to purchase foods that have been
radiated.

Questions:

What arguments will NBC make in challenging USDA’s Rule?

- NBC will argue that this interpretation exceeds the statute; Chevron 2 step is the
standard for the agency. “EQUAL standard of importations of products other than from
canada or mexico” NBC would want the random house dictionary.

What arguments will ATA and USDA make in defending the Rule?

- Will argue using Black’s Law dictionary (broader definition). The statute itself says that
for Mexico and Canada they have an equivalent standard (a lower standard). Higher
standards for other countries aside from those two. They will lean on the statutory
purpose heavily →

How will a court decide whether to affirm or vacate the regulation?

STEP 1: DID CONGRESS EXPRESSED INTENT OR INTENT OF CONGRESS CLEAR?



STEP 2: IS THE USDA INTERPRETATION REASONABLE?

In addition to the facts, law, and regulation set forth above, consider the following:

Black’s Law Dictionary defines “same” as “identical, equal, equivalent. The word ‘same,’
however, does not always mean ‘identical.’ It frequently means of the kind or species,
not the specific thing.”

Random House College Dictionary defines “same” as “1. Identical with what is about to
be or has just been mentioned…. 2. Being one or identical though having different
names, aspects, etc.… 3. Agreeing in kind, amount, etc…; corresponding.”

No other country uses precisely the same poultry inspection system and procedures as
the United States.

Class 26, 4/18 CH. 622-639

Powerpoint before class:

Arbitrary and Capricious (“Hard Look”) Review

1. Means
2. Agency
3. Action

Part V: Judicial Control of Agency Action

1. Judicial review of agency policy

Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe (1971)

= feds are simply funding the highway, not choosing its location

- Secretary of Transportation did not indicate why theres no feasible
alternative routes or why design changes could not be made

● What does the Court identify as “the law to apply” in this case?
-
● Where do we look for the Standard or Scope of Review? What is it?
- We look at the statute, the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) to see if Judicial review is

available.
- Ch. 7 of APA is all about judicial review. Pg. 625 mid-page has the standard of review.

Court says there is clearly law to apply.



- § 706 Scope of Review: 6 different standards that reviewing court shall hold unlawful and
set aside agency action findings and conclusions found to be…

● How should a court determine if a decision is arbitrary, capricious, abuse of discretion?
- Secretarys decision was arbitrary and capricious
- State Farm “the agency must examine the relevant data and articulate a

satisfactory explanation for its aaction including a ‘rational connection between
the facts found and the choice made’”

-
● Are formal findings required in informal rulemaking?
● What record should the reviewing court look at on remand?
-
● Overton Park is a pre-Chevron case that remains good law. How would you reconcile the

two cases?

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Ass’n v. State Farm (1984)

● How does NHTSA justify its decision to rescind Standard 208?
- Found that it wouldnt achieve the safety it thought it would
● Who is challenging the decision and why?
- State farm challenges the decision because they dont want to pay out for these

accidents
● What is the scope of judicial review under APA § 706(2) for rule rescissions? Is it more

or less stringent than for new rules?
- Arbitrary and capricious is the standard of review (chevron doesnt work here bc you cant

frame this purely as a question of statutory interpretation)
● Why does the Court conclude that NHTSA’s rescission was arbitrary and capricious?

Identify the three parts of NHTSA’s decision that the Court concludes are arbitrary and
capricious and why.

- Pg. 631
- 1) Gave no consideration whatsoever to utilizing air bag technology
- 2)
● Why does the agency need to explain itself? Isn’t it given the authority to make the

choice by Congress?
- Court wants agency to provide explanation as to why its acting the way it does
● What was deficient in the reasons the agency’s lawyers gave for not adopting airbags?
● What was deficient in the reasons the agency’s lawyers gave for not adopting automatic

seatbelts?
● What was deficient in the reasons the agency’s lawyers gave for not requiring

non-detachable seatbelts?
● Is the Court qualified to second-guess the agency’s data analysis?
● Is the Court substituting its own policy judgment for the agency’s by requiring the agency

to consider an airbags-only rule?
● Which part of the Court’s analysis do Rehnquist, Powell, and O’Connor take issue with?

Why?



State Farm II (fictional problems)

Suppose on remand that NHTSA offers a new explanation for its rescission of
Standard 208: “President Reagan believes the interest in private autonomy and
freedom of choice rules out a governmental role in this setting. The President was
elected overwhelmingly on a mandate to relieve economy from overregulation.”

● Is this arbitrary and capricious? Why or why not?

What if the agency says, “we want to please the automobile industry because they’re
an important constituency of the President and helped get him elected”?

● Is this arbitrary and capricious? Why or why not?

Supp. 3 (Little Sisters of the Poor)

● What is the “open mindedness test” used by the Third Circuit?
● Why does the Supreme Court reject the “open-mindedness” test?
● What would be the difficulty in applying the “open-mindedness” test?
● Is notice and comment an empty exercise if the agency does not remain open-minded

concerning its final rule?


